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Released: Windows file_download Download all songs at once: click to download + Reply To Need for Speed IICover art featuring Ferrari F50Developer(s)EA Canada (PS)EA Seattle (PC)Publisher(s)Electronic Arts Producers Hanno LemkeDesigner(s)Scott BlackwoodHanno
LemkeProgrammer(s)Laurent AncessiDavid LucasArtist(s)Scott JacksonKent MaclaganWriter(s)Gregg GilesRichard MulScott BlackwoodComposer(s)Saki KaskasJeff van DyckAlistair HirstSeriesNeed for SpeedPlatform(s)PlayStation, Microsoft WindowsReleasePlayStationNA: March 31,



1997EU: 1997Microsoft WindowsNA: April 18, 1997 1997[1]EU: 1997Gent(s)RacingMode(s)Single player multiplayer Need for Speed II is a 1997 video game. This is a part of the Need for Speed series, and the second installment, after need for speed. Gameplay This section is likely to
contain original research. Correct claims and add inline quotes. Declarations consisting solely of original research shall be removed. (October 2017) (Information on how and when to remove this template message) Need for Speed II features country-themed tracks in North America, Europe,
Asia and Australia. Like its predecessor, Need for Speed II allows players to compete in exotic cars on country-themed tracks in North America, Europe, Asia and Australia, either on computer-controlled opponents or human opponents via LAN, modem, serial connection, or split screen.
There are three different game modes: A race mode in which the player simply selects a car and a track and completes the single race. In this mode, the player can customize both the number and type of opponents and the number of rounds to complete. Race mode in which the player
must complete a series of races to successfully unlock a bonus car. Knockout mode consists of a 2-round series of races with 8 opponents; at the end of the last place, you will be eliminated from the race in all competitions. The game features eight real-world high-end sports cars and
concept cars against which the player can drive and race. The Special Edition edition of the game added four additional cars. In addition, the game includes a showcase containing photos, videos, and technical information about cars, as well as the history of each company and the
background of each car's development. [2] The game features a number of new features compared to the previous game, in the form of customizable car paint and parts for their car, including gears, tyres and spoilers. Development need for Speed developed by EA Canada. The game's
lead programmer was Laurent Ancessi, with Wei Shoong Teh and Brad Gour as leading programmers. [3] EA abandoned the Road &amp; Track license used with the original game to license each car manufacturer separately. [2] In order to ensure that the physics of fast car handling and
performance were as accurate as possible, programmers collaborated with the production of individual vehicles. [4] The sound effects were created by mounting microphones in different positions on each car and recording on eight-track digital tape while driving the car. [2] A version of the
Panasonic M2 is already in operation, but has never been released due to the system's cancellation. [5] Bet Total ScoresAggregatorScoreGameRankings(PS) 71.39%[6](PC) 68.25%[7]Metacritic(PS) 71/100[3]Review scoresPublicationScoreCVG7.8 out of 10[4]EGM(PS) 6.25/10[8]Game
Spot[8]GameSpot (PS) 7.3/10[9](PC) 7.0/10[10]IGN(PS) 6.0/10 [11]Next Generation(PS) [14]OPM (UK) (PS) 5/10[12]Adrenaline Vault(PC) [13] Need for Speed II met with mixed reviews. GameRankings and Metacritic control websites aggregated 71.39% and 71/100[3][6] and 68.25%
PLAYStation versions. [7] Critics were impressed with the choice of expensive cars[8][9][11][14][15] and a lot of tracks. [8] [9] [11] [14] [15] However, most people found that other problems affected the game's enjoyment. IGN, for example, noted that all the right items are there - cool cars,
inventive tracks, fair control - but the implementation has been severely flawed by poor graphics and frame rate. [11] The most commonly mentioned problem with graphics was the large amount of pop-ins,[9][14][15] which Next Generation said was actually irritating enough to obscur what
could be a good time. [14] According to official PlayStation Magazine, the game was a cruel treatment and soon became boring. [12] Several critics noted, usually in the form of complaints, that the game's management requires players to brake frequently on corners. [9] [14] [15] There were
significant disagreements over the game's mix of realistic and arcade-style racing. In Electronic Gaming Monthly, Kraig Kujawa and Dean Hager's criticism of the game stemmed from the idea that it was easier to play and therefore less realistic than its predecessor. [8] [16] Kujawa added
that the game was given an arcade edge that simply didn't fit. Cartoon-looking graphics are subparic because they ruin the realistic feeling of driving these real, exotic cars. [8] However, GamePro stated the opposite that the gameplay was too realistic to appeal to arcade-style racing
enthusiasts, and could only be recommended for players who enjoyed games such as Formula One and the original Need for Speed. [15] Glenn Rubenstein, he also expressed a third opinion, saying it provides a unique middle ground between realism and arcade. Between. by allowing
players to drive real cars with realistic treatment to exotic populated areas. He also praised music and sound effects, and while acknowledging the problems with graphics, he found them impressive overall and concluded that Need for Speed II was the smoothest racer on the PlayStation.
[9] The PC version was slightly less well received. The problem was that the game required a fast computer at the time to display the graphics at the highest setting. [13] A critic of Computer and Video Games did not appreciate the combination of super realistic cars on fantasy tracks and
thought accidents looked bad and felt bad. [4] Tasos Kaiafas of GameSpot liked the game, but felt that most of the roads were outrageous and that the cars would be unknown to many. [10] According to a review by Adrenaline Vault, the game is a good overall driving experience, with
simple installation, realistic sound effects, and an excellent interface and music. [13] The 2007 retrospective review of The Game Goldies praised sharper graphics, smoother animation, rich colors, and larger details than the original. [17] 1997. References ^ Staff (April 18, 1997). EA ships
need the II speed. PC Gamer. Archived from the original on February 18, 1998. Accessed December 5, 2019. ^ a b c NG Alphas: Need for Speed 2. Next generation. 27. Imagine the media. March 1997. 68-69. ^ a b c Need for Speed II (PlayStation) rating at. Metacritical. CBS Interactive
Inc. Retrieval 2013-03-12. ^ Duncan McDonald (August 13, 2001). PC Review: Need For Speed 2 review. ComputerAndVideoGames.com. Future Publishing Ltd. (Retrieved: ComputerAndVideoGames.com. ^ News - E3 '96: 3DO? - M2 Dream List. 3DO Magazin. no. 12 Paragon Publishing
House. July 1996. 4. ^ A b Need for Speed II (PlayStation) reviews. GameRankings. CBS Interactive Inc. Fetch 2013-03-12. ^ a b Need for Speed II (PC) rating. GameRankings. CBS Interactive Inc. Retrieval 2013-03-12. ^ A b c d e Team EGM Sports: Need for Speed 2. Electronic game
monthly. Number 96. I'm Ziff Davis. July 1997. P. 114. ^ Rubenstein, Glenn (April 17, 1997). Need for Speed II Review. Gamespot. Accessed November 4, 2018. ^ Kaiafas, Tasos (1997-05-15). Need for Speed II review of PC. Gamespot. CBS Interactive Inc. Retrieval 2009/09-30. ↑ A b c d
Need for Speed II. IGN.com. IGN Entertainment, Inc. April 3, 1997. (Accessed 2018-11-04). ^ a b Need For Speed 2 review, Official UK PlayStation Magazine, Future Publishing, June 1997, issue 20, page 117 ^ a b c Shawn Quigley (1997-05-11). Need for Speed 2 PC review. Vault.
NewWorld.com, Inc. Archived the original 2010-01-05. (Accessed 2009-09-30). ^ a b c d e f Need for Speed II. Next generation. 32. Imagine the media. August 1997. P. 116. ^ Air Hendrix (June 1997). PlayStation ProReview: Need for Speed II. GamePro. Number 105. Idg. ^ Navneet
Prakash (2008-03-22). Evolution of the need for speed. techtree.com. UNML. Archived from the original 2013-02-05. (Accessed 2009-09-30). ^ The Need for Speed 2 by Electronic Arts. Download and review NFS 2. It's a collection of old toys. November 5, 2007 Archived from the original
2012-08-01. (Accessed 2009-09-30). ^ Staff (October 29, 1997). Now it's transportation. PC Gamer. Archived from the original on February 18, 1998. Accessed December 5, 2019. There are three games at Electronic Arts: ... and need for Speed II -- Special Edition. External Links Need for
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